Density regression provides a flexible strategy for modeling the distribution of a response variable Y given predictors X = (X1, . . . , Xp) by letting that the conditional density of Y given X as a completely unknown function allowing its shape to change with the value of X. The number of predictors p may be very large, possibly much larger than the number of observations n, but the conditional density is assumed to depend only on a much smaller number of predictors, which are unknown. In addition to estimation, the goal is also to select the important predictors which actually affect the true conditional density. We consider a nonparametric Bayesian approach to density regression by constructing a random series prior based on tensor products of spline functions. The proposed prior also incorporates the issue of variable selection. We show that the posterior distribution of the conditional density contracts adaptively at the truth nearly at the optimal oracle rate, determined by the unknown sparsity and smoothness levels, even in the ultra high-dimensional settings where p increases exponentially with n. The result is also extended to the anisotropic case where the degree of smoothness can vary in different directions, and both random and deterministic predictors are considered. We also propose a technique to calculate posterior moments of the conditional density function without requiring Markov chain Monte-Carlo methods.
Introduction
We consider Bayesian estimation of the conditional density of a response Y given a large number of predictors X = (X 1 , . . . , X p ), where p is possibly much larger than the sample size n. This problem is sometimes referred to as density regression and has received attention in many scientific application areas such as genome association studies. NonBayesian approaches to density regression usually focus on the kernel approach [13, 24] , which requires estimating the bandwidth using cross-validation [14] , bootstrap [24] or other methods.
In the Bayesian literature, there are two common approaches to density regression. One approach models the joint density and obtains the conditional density as a byproduct. The other approach directly models the conditional density while leaving the marginal distribution of X unspecified. In this paper, we focus on the latter approach in a nonparametric manner. Many of the existing methods are based on assigning priors on the space of densities through countable mixtures of location-scale densities [31] or through generalizing stick-breaking representations [6, 10, 11, 22] . Priors obtained by transforming a Gaussian process [27, 42] and a multivariate generalization of a beta process [43] have also been considered. Ma [30] proposed a generalized Pólya tree, which possesses nice posterior conjugacy properties and hence allows fast computation.
In modern data analysis, often the data may be high-dimensional. Statistical analysis in such a setting is possible only under some sparsity assumption and only if a variable selection procedure is required. Many variable selection techniques have been introduced in the frequentist literature, such as discrete subset selection and penalization methods. Popular methods include the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (lasso) introduced in [40] and the sure independence screening (SIS) proposed in [12] . Under the p ≫ n setting, oracle properties of lasso-type estimators have been established for parametric models including linear regression in [21] , generalized linear model in [44] and for nonparametric additive models in [26] . For nonparametric (conditional) density estimation problems, however, similar results are only obtained under a fixed p setting in [23, 29] .
Bayesian variable selection methods have also gained popularity. For example, stochastic search variable selection (SSVS) adopts an efficient sampling-based method to avoid comparing all possible sub-models [4, 15, 16] . Bayesian model averaging methods incorporate model uncertainty into estimation and predictions [1, 2] . Bayesian variable selection is commonly accomplished by assigning a Bernoulli distribution prior on each covariates [6] , whereas an efficient SSVS algorithm is implemented to search the model space and combine the posterior estimation results from different models. Tokdar et al. [42] extended variable selection to dimension reduction by allowing the true sets of covariates determined by a sub-linear space of X through a projection operator. While these proposed methods show promising numerical results, rates of contraction are largely unknown. Moreover, modern applications often require that we allow the dimension p of the predictor to be also large, possibly much larger than n. So far such results are largely missing from the Bayesian nonparametric literature.
In the linear regression problem, recovery of the regression coefficients require nontrivial assumptions on the structure of covariates, e.g., the restricted isometry property or the compatibility condition to make the underlying problem well posed; see [3] , although the corresponding problem of estimating the regression function does not require such conditions, e.g., see [7] for a discussion under a Bayesian framework. In the density regression context, the recovery of the conditional density is analogous to that of the regression function in the linear regression context and hence does not require such conditions.
In the recent years, the literature on Bayesian asymptotics has flourished with many fundamental breakthroughs. General results for posterior contraction rates were estab-lished in [17, 18, 19, 38, 45, 34] . For density regression models, a consistency result was obtained by Tokdar et al. [42] for a logistic Gaussian process prior, by Norets and Pelenis [32] for a kernel stick-breaking process prior and by Pati et al. [33] for a probit stick-breaking process prior. Tokdar [41] also obtained the posterior convergence rate for the logistic Gaussian process prior given a fixed p. For high-dimensional Bayesian models, there are very few convergence rates results available. Parametric models have been studied by Jiang [28] for generalized linear model and by Castillo and van der Vaart [5] for Gaussian white noise model. A classification model with categorical predictors was considered by Yang and Dunson [46] , who constructed priors using tensor factorizations and obtained a posterior convergence rate allowing p grow exponentially with n.
In this paper, we consider the Bayesian density regression problem using a finite linear combination of tensor products of B-splines to construct a prior distribution. We obtain the posterior contraction rate under the p ≫ n setting and show that the rate is adaptive for both dimension and smoothness in the sense that it agrees with the optimal rate of convergence (up to a logarithmic factor) of the oracle procedure, that uses the knowledge of true predictors and the underlying smoothness of the true conditional density, simultaneously for all smoothness levels and dimension of true predictors. We further extend the result to the anisotropic situation where smoothness can vary in different coordinates of the true conditional density function, and allow both random and deterministic predictors. We also devise an effective computing strategy. Typically, a reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) introduced by [20] is used for Bayesian computation for models with varying dimension. For high dimensional data, RJMCMC-based methods may be computationally challenging and may give unreliable results due to limited exploration of the model space. We propose a group-wise Dirichlet distribution prior on the coefficients of B-spline functions that leads to a conjugacylike structure which can be utilized to develop a computing algorithm based on direct sampling without resorting to MCMC techniques. As in the univariate density estimation example in [36] , the proposed computing method presents closed form expressions for posterior moments including the mean and the variance.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the model and the prior and discuss some preliminaries on tensor product of B-splines. Posterior contraction rates for both the isotropic and anisotropic cases and for both random and deterministic predictors are obtained in Section 3. Computational strategies are described and simulation results are presented in Section 4. Proofs are presented in Section 5.
Bayesian density regression

Notation
Let N = {1, 2, . . .}, N 0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .} and ∆ J be the unit J-dimensional simplex. For any real number x, define ⌊x⌋ to be the largest integer less than or equal to x. For a multi-
, define the β-Hölder class C β (Ω) as the collection of functions f on Ω that has bounded mixed partial derivatives D l f of all orders up to l. ≤ β 0 and that for every l ∈ N d 0 satisfying l. = β 0 ,
for some constant C > 0, any x, y ∈ Ω and β 0 as the largest integer strictly smaller than β. Any such function uniquely extends to a continuous function on the closure of Ω. Let the indicator function be denoted by 1l. We use " " to denote an inequality up to a constant multiple. We write f ≍ g if f g f . Let D(ǫ, T, ρ) denote the packing number, which is defined as the maximum cardinality of an ǫ-dispersed subset of T with respect to distance ρ. The symbol P will stand for a generic probability measure.
B-spline and its tensor-products
B-spline functions and their tensor-products have been widely used to approximate functions in both mathematics and statistics literature. Here we provide a brief overview of their definitions and approximation properties; see more descriptions in [8] . For natural numbers K and q ∈ N, let the unit interval (0, 1) be divided into K equally spaced subintervals. A spline of order q with knots at the end points of these intervals is a function f such that the restriction of f in each subinterval is a polynomial of degree less than q and if q ≥ 2, f is (q − 2)-times continuously differentiable (interpreted as only continuous if q = 2). Splines of order q form a linear space of dimension J = K + q − 1, a convenient basis of which is given by the set of B-splines B 1 , . . . , B J . In particular, if q = 1, then corresponding B-splines form the Haar basis {1l (j−1/J,j/J] : 1 ≤ j ≤ J}. The B-splines are nonnegative and add up to one at any x. Each B j is positive only on an interval of length q/K and at most q many B-splines are nonzero at any given x. Most importantly, splines of order q with knots at {0, 1/K, . . . , (K − 1)/K, 1} approximate any function in C α (0, 1) at the rate K −α , or equivalently, any f ∈ C α (0, 1) can be approximated by a linear combination of B 1 , . . . , B J up to an error of the order J −α . This idea works in multidimensional case as well. For (0, 1) d and d ∈ N, we split (0, 1) into K i equal intervals and consider corresponding spline functions B 1 , . . . , B Ji in the i-th direction, where J i = q +K i −1. Hence there are d i=1 K i equal cubes in total. Define tensor-product B-spline basis functions as the product of univariate basis functions of each direction:
For simplicity, we use B to denote a column vector of all basis functions and define the total number of basis functions by J = d k=1 J k . Tensor-products of B-splines maintain a lot of nice properties that the univariate Bsplines enjoy. In the following, we list a few of them that will be used in our modeling:
We also define the normalized version of a univariate B-spline B byB = B/ 1 0 B(x)dx. Like univariate B-splines, the approximation ability of tensor-product B-splines is determined by the smoothness level α of the function to be approximated and J provided that q is chosen to be larger than α. In the following lemma, we state their approximation results. In particular, the result in part (c) suggests that the approximation power remains the same when the coefficients satisfy certain restrictions (positive, adds up to one), which later can help us assign prior distributions.
where j = (j 1 , . . . , j d ). 
Data generating process and the prior
We consider the data generated from n independent and identically distributed pairs of observations (
, where Y i ∈ (0, 1) and X i ∈ (0, 1) p for every i = 1, . . . , n, and p ∈ N. It may be noted that the unit intervals appearing in the ranges of these random variables are not special as we can apply an appropriate affine transform on the data otherwise. We assume that Y is related only to d covariates, say
, that is the conditional density of Y given X is a function of these co-ordinates only. This is an important sparsity assumption that will allow us to make valid inference about the conditional density even when p is very large, provided that d is small. However, neither d nor these indexes are known. The goal is to estimate the conditional density of Y given X with accuracy comparable with the oracle procedure which assumes the knowledge of d and m A prior on the conditional density given p covariate values x 1 , . . . , x p can be induced by a finite series expansion in terms of tensor product of B-splines
where
T lies in a J 0 -dimensional simplex for every j ≤ J. Note that η j0,...,jp does not change for j k = 1, . . . , J k , if and only if the k-th component does not affect the conditional density. In order to incorporate this feature in the prior, we define variable inclusion indicators γ k = 1l(the k-th variable is in the model). Let γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ p ). Thus η j0,...,jp depends only on j 0 and j k with k ∈ Supp(γ) = {k : γ k = 1} = {m 1 , . . . , m r }, say. Thus the common value of η j0,...,jp can be denoted by θ j0,jm 1 ,...,jm r . Now the conditional density can be written as
By assigning prior distributions on indicator variables γ k , number of terms J k and the corresponding coefficients θ, we obtain an induced prior on f . The prior on the model indicator γ is constructed by first putting a prior on the total model size r, and then selecting models with size r. More specifically, we construct the prior distribution through the following scheme:
(A1) Prior on the model size r: Let r = p k=1 γ k be the number of variables included in the model and Π 1 be a fixed, positive prior probability mass function of r. Assume that there exists some constants c 0 , t 0 > 0, such that for every r ∈ N,
(A2) Prior on the inclusion variables (γ 1 , . . . , γ p ): Given a value of r, define the support of γ by {m 1 , . . . , m r }. We assume that the probability Π 2 (m 1 , . . . , m r |r) of each set of variables 1 ≤ m 1 < · · · < m r ≤ p of size r satisfies
for some positive constant c
Prior on the number of terms in the basis expansion: Given the model size r and active predictor indices 1 ≤ m 1 < · · · < m r ≤ p, let the number of terms in the basis expansion in (r + 1)-fold tensor products of B-splines be denoted by (J 0 , J m1 , . . . , J mr ), and let Π 3 (·|r; m 1 , . . . , m r ) stand for their joint prior distribution. We let Π 3 be induced by independently distributed J 0 , J m1 , . . . , J mr with identical distributionΠ 3 , i.e.,
and that for some fixed constants c
(A4) Prior on the coefficients: Given the values of r, m 1 , . . . , m r and J 0 , J m1 , . . . , J mr , recall that the conditional density of Y given X is written as h(x, y|r; m 1 , . . . , m r ; J 0 , J m1 , . . . , J mr ; θ)
where (θ j0,jm 1 ,...,jm r : 1 ≤ j 0 ≤ J 0 ) ∈ ∆ J0 for every j m1 , . . . , j mr . We let every (θ j0,jm 1 ,...,jm r : 1 ≤ j 0 ≤ J 0 ) ∈ ∆ J0 be distributed independently with identical prior distributionΠ 4 (·|J 0 ) and then denote the induced prior on the coefficients by Π 4 (·|r; m 1 , . . . , m r ; J 0 , J m1 , . . . , J mr ). In particular, we chooseΠ 4 to be a Dirichlet distribution Dir(a, . . . , a), where a is a fixed positive constant.
Our prior (A1) on the model size includes the truncated binomial prior used in [28] as a special case. Condition (5) implies that Π 1 (r >r) ≤ exp{− exp(c ′ 0r t0 )} for some constant c ′ 0 > 0 and anyr ∈ N. Since r should not be greater than p, which changes with n, we may also let Π 1 depend on n. In this case, we assume the decay rate to hold with c 0 and t 0 , which are both free from n, and for any fixedd, Π 1 (d) is bounded below, or more generally
, assign equal probability for choosing r indices from {1, . . . , p}. We may also allow c For (A3), using the same priorΠ 3 is not necessary, but it is a convenient and appropriate default choice. The independence between components is also not essential. In Section 3.2 when the true density function is anisotropic, we shall have to use a different and more complicated prior, which will be obviously appropriate for this isotropic case as well. Relation (6) is satisfied with κ ′ = κ ′′ = 1 if a zero-truncated Poisson distribution is assigned on J r+1 in the sense that N is a zero-truncated Poisson and J = ⌊N 1/(r+1) ⌋. In (A4), the same value of a is not necessary, but we use it as a default choice. In particular, a = 1 leads to the uniform prior distribution on the simplex. The same contraction rate will be obtained as long as the parameters are kept in a fixed compact subset of (0, ∞). More generally, we may allow the lower bound approach zero at most polynomially fast in n −1 , although the upper bound needs to be fixed.
3. Posterior contraction rates
Isotropic case
In this section, we establish results on posterior contraction rates for density regression. We allow the total number of covariates p diverge with the increasing sample size n.
Let Π be the prior as defined in (A1)-(A4) and denote the posterior distribution based on n pairs of observations (
. Let ǫ n → 0 be a sequence of positive numbers. Consider a suitable metric on the space of probability densities on (0, 1), such as the Hellinger metric. Let G stand for the common distribution of X 1 , . . . , X n , which need not be known. We define the root average squared Hellinger distance on the space of conditional densities by
where f 1 and f 2 stand for generic conditional densities of Y on (0, 1) given X in (0, 1) p . Let f 0 be a fixed conditional density function for Y on (0, 1) given X in (0, 1) p , standing for the true conditional density. We say that the posterior distribution of the density regression model based on Π contracts to f 0 at a rate ǫ n in the metric ρ if for any
We make the following assumptions. , we have
The true conditional density f 0 is bounded below by a positive constant m 0 . Theorem 1. Suppose that we have i.i.d observations X 1 , . . . , X n from a possibly unknown probability distribution G on (0, 1) p . Assume that the true conditional density satisfies Conditions (B1)-(B3). If the prior satisfies Conditions (A1)-(A4), then the posterior distribution of f contracts at f 0 at the rate
with respect to ρ.
Theorem 1 establishes ǫ n as a bound on the posterior contraction rate at f 0 . It is known that the minimax rate associated with estimating a (d + 1)-dimensional density lying in a β-Hölder class is n −β/(2β+d+1) (see [25] ) with respect to the supremum norm. The minimax rate of convergence for conditional densities with respect to the metric ρ is not known yet, but it is reasonable to expect that the rate n −β/(2β+d+1) applies in this situation as well, and can be taken as the oracle rate with which the rates obtained in Theorem 1 can be compared. Thus if p grows polynomially fast in n, then the rate we obtained coincides with the oracle rate up to an additional logarithmic factor. If p grows exponentially fast, then it makes an impact on the rate. Note that we obtain the optimal rate with the use of the same prior distribution for all values of α and β. Hence our estimation and variable selection procedure is rate-adaptive in the sense that the posterior automatically adapts to the unknown number of covariates d (i.e., the oracle dimension) in the true model and the smoothness level β. Our result also trivially contains the fixed dimensional situation where no variable selection is involved. Note that the contraction at the true density does not necessarily guarantee the convergence of the selected set of predictors to the true set of predictors. The question of recovering the true set of predictors remains open and is beyond the scope of the present paper. However, as contraction rates are regulated by the complexity of the underlying model determined by its dimension, it may be anticipated that the posterior distribution assigns most of its mass to low complexity models relative to the ambient dimension. Remark 1. Theorem 1 establishes contraction rates for the posterior distribution of the entire conditional density function f (y|x). As a consequence, we can obtain the same posterior contraction rate for other quantities of interest such as conditional quantile functions, conditional moment functions and so on.
Remark 2. After examining the proof, we find that condition (5) in (A1) can be relaxed if α is small. For example, if α = 0, then we only need Π 1 (r) ≤ exp(−c 0 r t0 ).
Anisotropic case
If predictors are qualitatively different, then it may be interesting to consider the situation where f 0 has different smoothness levels in different directions. In the following, we propose an alternative anisotropic smoothness assumption replacing Condition (B1). For β = (β 0 , . . . , β d ) ∈ N d+1 and β 0 , . . . , β d ≤ q, define a tensor Sobolev space S β (0, 1) d+1 of functions f of (d + 1) variables by
with an associated norm · S β defined as
As in Lemma 1, we show that the tensor-product B-splines still have nice approximation abilities within anisotropic function spaces. 
(B4) We assume that the true density f 0 is only related to d predictors with indices
In order to obtain the adaptive convergence rate, we replace the independent prior distribution on J in condition (A3) by the following joint distribution condition.
(A3 ′ ) Prior on the number of terms in basis expansion: Given the model size r and active predictor indices 1 ≤ m 1 < · · · < m r ≤ p, let the number of terms in the basis expansion of (r+1)-fold tensor products of B-splines be denoted by (J 0 , J m1 , . . . , J mr ), and let Π 3 (·|r; m 1 , . . . , m r ) stand for their joint prior distribution. We assume that for some fixed constants c
Then we obtain the posterior convergence rate for anisotropic functions.
Theorem 2. Suppose that we have i.i.d. observations X 1 , . . . , X n from an unknown probability distribution G on (0, 1) p . Assume that the true conditional density satisfies Conditions (B2)-(B4). If the prior satisfies Conditions (A1), (A2), (A3 ′ ) and (A4), then the posterior distribution of f contracts at f 0 at the rate
with respect to ρ, where β * = (d+ 1)(
Clearly, the rate reduces to that of the isotropic case when β 0 = · · · = β d . Thus the rate now can be viewed as the optimal rate (up to a logarithmic factor) of estimating a (d + 1)-variate function with smoothness levels β 0 , . . . , β d . Note that the rate is determined by the harmonic mean of smoothness levels in different co-ordinates, thus the worst smoothness has the most prominent effect on the rate. However, the rate thus obtained is strictly better than that obtained by a naive application of Theorem 1 using the worst smoothness condition in all co-ordinates. Thus additional smoothness in other co-ordinates help improve the rate from the worst case scenario. Interestingly, the posterior automatically adapts to different vector of smoothness levels. Noticeably, as in the isotropic case, the ambient dimension p does not affect the rate except when it grows exponentially in n. It will be interesting to generalize the result to allow anisotropic Hölder classes with non-integer smoothness levels as in [37] . Since approximation properties of tensor product of B-splines are presently known only for integer smoothness in the anisotropic case, we restrict to smoothness parameters to integer values only.
Deterministic predictor variables
Our method also applies for the case of deterministic predictors. In order to obtain the posterior convergence rate, we first define the empirical measure P X n = n −1 n i=1 δ Xi , in which δ Xi is a point mass probability measure at X i , based on the observations X 1 , . . . , X n . Then we define an empirical Hellinger distance on the space of conditional densities by
where f 1 and f 2 are generic conditional densities of Y on (0, 1) given X in (0, 1) p . We can obtain the same posterior contraction rates as the case of random predictors for both isotropic and anisotropic cases.
Theorem 3. Suppose that we have deterministic predictors X 1 , . . . , X n observed on (0, 1) p . Assume that the prior on the conditional densities satisfies Conditions (A1)-(A4). If the true conditional density satisfies (B1)-(B3), then the posterior distribution of f contracts at f 0 at the rate ǫ n given by (9) with respect to ρ n . If the true conditional density satisfies (B2)-(B4), and (A3) is replaced by (A3 ′ ) in the prior specification, then the posterior distribution of f contracts at f 0 at the rate ǫ n given by (10) with respect to ρ n .
Numerical results
Computation
First we ignore that we have a variable selection issue and pretend that we know which d predictors are relevant, say {m 1 , . . . , m d }. Thus we may pretend that we are in the fixed dimensional setting p = d and all predictors are relevant. Then given the observations (X i , Y i ) = (X i1 , . . . , X id ; Y i ), i = 1, . . . , n, the conditional likelihood
the posterior mean of f (y|x) at point is given by
In view of (12) and the form of f (y|x) given by (3), both numerator and denominator involve computing integrals of the form I(s 1 , . . . , s n ) = η Π(η) n k=1 η s k dη. We collect coefficients η with the same index together to form their powers and observe that, by (A4), coefficients whose index differ anywhere except in the zeroth co-ordinate are independent, and the collection of coefficients with the same last d components are Dirichlet distributed. In view of the conjugacy of the Dirichlet functional form with respect to a multinomial function, I(s 1 , . . . , s n ) can be written down in terms of products of certain Dirichlet forms, and hence can be computed for any given (s 1 , . . . , s n ). Therefore (13) simplifies to
where (X 0 , Y 0 ) stands for (x, y). Now, we take the variable selection into consideration. Suppose that the proposed model size is r, which follows the prior distribution Π 1 . Given r, let the covariates X m1 , . . . , X mr enter the model with probability Π 2 (m 1 , . . . , m r |r). Define
Then the posterior mean of f (y|x) is given bȳ
Similar expressions can be obtained for other posterior moments, in particular, for the posterior second moment and hence the posterior variance. This estimate can be viewed as a kernel mixture estimator whose kernel is determined jointly by selected covariates and associated tensor product B-splines. Since a B-spline basis function takes nonzero values only at q intervals, the calculation of W 0 for a given r involves a multiple of (J max −J min +1) r q r(n+1) terms if we restrict J 0 and each J m k , k = 1, . . . , r, to take values between J min and J max . Then there will be a multiple of terms in total. Instead of evaluating all terms, we randomly sample a number of terms in both numerator and denominator and take the associated average values. If we choose q = 1, then the prior can be viewed as a multivariate random histogram and the number of terms in the expression for the posterior mean will reduce to r r=1 p r (J max − J min + 1) r , although the resulting density estimate will be less smooth and the rate adaptation property of the posterior distribution will apply only to smoothness up to order 1. We shall make this choice in our simulation studies to save on computational cost in exchange of sacrificing some smoothness.
Simulation results
In the following, we provide more details in the prior construction of our model. (C2) The prior probability of γ k follows a Bernoulli distribution with parameter w k for 0 ≤ w k ≤ 1 and k = 1, . . . , p. The values of w k can depend on the marginal correlation between X k and Y . (C3) Given the model size r chosen, we generate a zero-truncated Poisson random variable K with mean λ = 100 and then assign the integer part of K 1/(r+1) to the number of expansion terms J. We restrict J between 4 and 8, i.e., J min = 4 and J max = 8. Then (A3) holds for κ ′ = κ ′′ = 1. (C4) Given J 0 , we let the vector (θ j0,jm 1 ,...,jm r : j 0 = 1, . . . , J 0 ) have the uniform distribution over the J 0 -simplex for every feasible value of j. Then Condition (A4) is satisfied for a = 1.
We apply the MCMC-free calculation method described in Subsection 4.1 on the following two examples,
For each example, we generate p covariates X 1 , . . . , X p uniformly from [0.05, 0.95]. In the computation of (15), we randomly draw N * = 100 or 500 terms in the sums of W 1 and W 0 for every fixed choice of m 1 , . . . , m r and r. We compare our method (rsp) with least-squares kernel conditional density estimation (L-S) developed by [39] , where they use L 1 -regularization to select variables. Prediction errors under the L 2 -loss and their maximum standard errors associated with 10 Monte-Carlo replications are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 .
Comparing to the least-squares method, our approach has a better performance in most cases. Since we are directly sampling a fixed number of terms from the sums in (15), our prediction error does not change too much with p, which makes the proposed method outperform L-S when p is large. Comparing the prediction errors under the choices of N * = 100 and 500, we find that their performances are quite close to each other. Hence directly sampling does not introduce too much variability. We also carry out a sensitivity analysis by using different parameter values in the prior distribution, e.g.,r = 6, λ = 50 and J min = 5, J max = 10. Similar results are obtained. In practice, one may chooser as a constant multiple (e.g., twice) of the possible maximal model size to let all important covariates be included in the considered model with a high probability. The Poisson mean parameter λ in (C3) shall be modified according to the choice ofr to ensure that λ 1/r falls into an appropriate range, say, between 4 and 20.
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. Note that the conditional density f (y|x) is the same as the joint density of (X, Y ) at (x, y) with respect to the dominating measure µ equal to the product of G and the Lebesgue measure. Further, the distance ρ on the space of conditional densities is equivalent to the Hellinger distance on the space of joint densities with respect to µ. Hence, in order to derive contraction rate of the posterior distribution Table 1 . Simulation example 1: true density generated by (16) . Table 2 . Simulation example 2: true density generated by (17) . of the conditional density at a true density f 0 (·|·), we need only to apply the standard result on posterior convergence rate for (joint) densities given by Theorem 1 of [17] . The required conditions characterizing the posterior contraction rate ǫ n → 0 can therefore be rewritten in the present context as follows: there exists a sequence of subsets F n of the space of conditional densities, called sieves, such that
is the Kullback-Leibler variation. We define a sieve in the following way:
n andr n are two sequences of number going to infinity, L and κ are some fixed positive constants. We shall choose the values of these numbers later.
We first verify (18) . Note that Π(F exp{−c
for any b > 0 and some constant c 3 > 0 provided L is chosen sufficiently large and the following relations hold logr n nǫ 2 n ,r n log p nǫ
Now we bound the covering number D(ǫ n , F n , ρ) using the relation
, where · 1 stand for the L 1 -distance on the space of conditional densities given by
We split F n in layers corresponding to different r, different m 1 , . . . , m r and different J 0 , J m1 , . . . , J mr : · · · 
Therefore,
d+1 (log n) κ+1 +r n log p} for some c 4 > 0. Thus it suffices to have the following relations
For ( (27) provided that
To simply the notation, we denote h(x, y|d; m 
given that ǫ n is sufficiently small. This implies that f 0 /f θ ∞ ≤ 2 f 0 ∞ /m 0 < ∞ since f 0 can be regarded as a fixed continuous function on the compact set [0, 1] d+1 . Hence, for every f θ satisfying
Therefore, in view of Lemma 8 of [19] , we obtain
Thus, it suffices to lower bound the prior probability of the event in (28), which is
for some constant c 5 > 0 by the small ball probability estimates of a Dirichlet distribution in Lemma 6.1 of [17] . As long as J * n and ǫ −1 n are powers of n within slowly varying factors, the last expression can be bounded below by exp{−d log p − c 6 (J * n ) d+1 (log n) κ ′ } for some c 6 > 0. Hence in order to obtain (20) , it suffices to have the following relationships:
We can determine the rate ǫ n as the smallest sequence of numbers that satisfies (22), (24) and (31), that is,
and . This will sightly change our definition of the sieve and the calculation of the prior concentration. The second difference is that we now have a dependent prior distribution in (A3 ′ ), which will change the calculation of the prior concentration rate. We define a new sieve as follows 
whereJ n = ⌊(LJ * n ) (d+1)/(r+1) (log n) κ/(r+1) ⌋, J * n andr n are two sequences of number going to infinity, and L and κ are some fixed positive constants. We shall choose the values of these numbers later.
We first verify (18) . It follows that Π(F c n ) ≤ Π 1 (r >r n ) +r n r=1 1≤m1<···<mr≤p
Note that the joint distribution of (J 0 , J m1 , . . . , J mr ) depends only on the value of their product J 0 r k=1 J m k . Let t be a given integer and let N t stand for the number of ways one can choose {J 0 , J m1 , . . . , J mr } such that J 0 r k=1 J m k = t. Then for some c 8 > 0. In the sieve, we choose the cut-offJ r+1 n which is clearly of order higher than r and hence the requirement is met. As a result, the second term in (34) is bounded byr exp{r log p − c
for some c ′ 8 > 0, which is of the same form of the corresponding bound for the isotropic case, and that L can be chosen sufficiently large. Thus relation (22) is obtained.
The calculation of entropy proceeds in the same way as in the isotropic case. We split F n into layers following the same definition. Then by corresponding linear combination. This is possible by forming a dual basis consisting of tensor product of functions in a dual basis for univariate B-splines and by noting that the supremum norms of the elements of the dual basis can be taken to be uniformly bounded (see Theorem 4.41 of [35] ). This leads to the relation
